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as well as to that of Guido Cavalcanti, made chiefly in a super-
cilious spirit. These allusions have no poetical or~biographical
value whatever, so I need say no more of them or their author.
And indeed perhaps the ' Bicci' sonnets are quite enough of
themselves in the way of absolute trash.
II.  GIOVANNI BOCCACCIO
several of the little-known sonnets of Boccaccio have reference
to Dante, but, being written in the generation which followed his,
do not belong to the body of my first division. I therefore place
three of them here, together with a few more specimens from the
same poet.
There is nothing which gives Boccaccio a greater claim to our
regard than the enthusiastic reverence with which he loved to
dwell on the Commedia and on the memory of Dante, who died
when he was seven years old. This is amply proved by his Life
of the Poet and Commentary on the Poem, as well as by other
passages in his writings both in prose and poetry. The first of
the three following sonnets relates to his public reading and
elucidation of Dante, which took place at Florence, by a decree
of the State, in 1373. The second sonnet shows how the greatest
minds of the generation which immediately succeeded Dante
already paid unhesitating tribute to his political as well as
poetical greatness. In the third sonnet, it is interesting to note
the personal love and confidence with which Boccaccio could
address the spirit of his mighty master, -unknown to him in the
flesh.
To one who Tiad censured Ms public Exposition of Dante
if Dante mourns, there wheresoe'er he be,
That such high fancies of a soul so proud
Should be laid open to the vulgar crowd,
(As, touching my Discourse, I'm told by thee,)
This were my grievous pain ; and certainly
My proper blame should not be disavow'd";
Though hereof somewhat, I declare aloud
Were due to others, not alone to me.
False hopes, true poverty, and therewithal
The blinded judgement of a host of friends,
And their entreaties, made that I did thus,
But of all this there is no gain at all
Unto the thankless souls with whose base ends
Nothing agrees that's great or generous.

